
SLEEP LIKE A KARDASHIAN

Did you hear about the mother of four from Los Angeles who swears

by CBD to help her relax and get a good night’s sleep? Between taking

care of the kids and managing a growing business, she’ll enjoy

gummies before catching a few Z’s.

You might know her better as Kim Kardashian, but you don’t need to

be a celebrity to sleep like one.

“How do I do it all? It is exhausting. I just say CBD,”

Kardashian told PEOPLE recently.

“I got into CBD a few months ago. It’s saved my life.

Even to sleep at night. I like the gummies. I will just use
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a little bit and fall asleep. I don’t think I would take a

Xanax or an Ambien again.”

Here at Seabedee, we want you to achieve all your health goals as

naturally as possible and love how great CBD is for insomnia!

DON’T LEAVE AREA 51 WITHOUT IT

TRAINING TO STORM THE GATES AND TAKE

HOME YOUR VERY OWN ALIEN?*

All those reps at the gym can take a toll on your body — do yourself a

favor by recovering with our Muscle and Joint Relief Cream.

With 400mg of premium CBD, it’s designed for immediate relief. That

cooling sensation from the menthol will soothe the burn your

muscles feel after a frenzied run through the desert to free your

friends from another planet.

FIND YOUR RELIEF
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Best of all: you don’t need to get through any security to get some.

Click the button below — we can’t stop all of you from ordering!

As always, fast & free shipping all over the U.S. Intergalactic shipping

not yet available.

SOUR NEON CBD
GUMMIES

MUSCLE AND JOINT
RELIEF CREAM

500MG CBD SLEEP
BLEND

If you have any questions or need any help, don't hesitate to contact our support team!

FOLLOW US ONLINE
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